Public Testimony regarding Gov EO

Nelson Mandela once said “There can be no keener revelation of a society’s soul than the way in which it treats its children.” The Children are not ok, they are suffering, and while under your care, yet many of you and our Governor continue to ignore their suffering and their cries for normalcy. Social Emotional learning has been ushered into our schools, trying to teach social and emotional learning, while robbing the kids of basic important social cues from seeing facial expressions, keeping them spaced from their friends, and instilling fear in them. Research has shown for DECADES that social engagement is crucial during a child’s formidable years, yet for the last 2 years all children have seen is masks all day, no faces, no smiles, no social cues… only masks! Some kids have never been to school seeing their friend’s and teacher’s faces.

Science is meant to be questioned and tested, yet those who are in power just claim those who question their science are guilty of wrong think. We are told that the studies that show masks don’t work are a figment of our imagination done by quack Drs. Except, now it is common knowledge clothe masks do nothing! Seeing the countless reports of covid vaccine injuries and deaths is also said to be hogwash and fake news. It is now reported that in the last 2 quarters of 2021 deaths were
up 40%! The only thing that has changed in the second half of 2021 is vaccine mandates.

What side of history do you want to be on when the truth that is so blaringly in your face prevails? Will you be ok with your silence, for not speaking up on masking kids, and even worse being instrumental in setting up vaccine clinics for children as young as 5 years old, there are no long term studies on this vaccine, and data is showing that not only does the vaccine not work, but is it harmful, and should have NEVER been offered to children.

I have been a mom for almost 14 years now, and have 3 children, pretty close in age. There were tough years juggling raising 3 toddlers, while working, but never during my hardest years did I ask the Government for help raising my children, or making medical decisions for them. I have done a great job, and for the Governor or this legislative body to say they know what is best for my children and their medical care is unconscionable. Very few of you would I allow to babysit my children, forget make medical decisions for them. My children have suffered enough, they have told adults who are supposed to protect them of their suffering, they have testified at state and local board of ed meetings, and have asked me to write the Governor, they are not alone, nor are they a fringe minority. It is BEYOND time to allow parent’s the ability to choose if their kids are smothered all day. Majority of us wanting mask choice would be more than willing to sign a hold harmless, just free
our kid’s faces! Never did I think I would have to PLEAD for my children’s constitutional rights, especially in the “Constitution State” You should ask CHILDREN how they feel about masks, not people of authority, you would be alarmed by the suffering you allowed and put them through. This whole “children are resilient” is nothing short of abuse, NEVER have we put the responsibility on CHILDREN to keep others safe, they are not even responsible to keep themselves safe. And putting this on children so ADULTS feel safe is the most disgusting thing our Government could have ever done. It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to know, children who live in abuse, live in silence, they keep their secrets, afraid to tell. They act resilient!
UNMASK MY KIDS